
ENGLISH 1B/UTSLER/PROJECT TWO 

Develop an argument in support of a clear, specific thesis statement.  Your academic essay 

should address one of the following options:   

 

1. Write an essay in which you explain what students can do while in college to best prepare them for the 

career you plan to pursue or that you might pursue.  Be specific.  Don’t depend on the obvious, like “study 

hard.”  Incorporate references to at least five different sources in your essay; critically  

consider the suitability (quality, relevance) of the sources you select. 

 

2. Write an essay in which you explain what a specific group of people at Chaffey College (e.g. 

instructors, counselors, students, administrators and/or other) can do to promote successful 

student/faculty interaction.  Be specific.  Incorporate references to at least five different sources in your 

essay; critically consider the suitability (quality, relevance) of the sources you select.  

 

3. Write an essay in which you explain what a specific group of people at Chaffey College (e.g. 

instructors, counselors, students, administrators and/or other) can do to promote high levels of student 

self-efficacy.  Be specific.  Incorporate references to at least five different sources in your essay; 

critically consider the suitability (quality, relevance) of the sources you select.  

 

4. Develop an essay assignment prompt for Project Two. Share your idea with the instructor; you must 

receive written approval for your assignment idea in advance of writing your essay.  The assignment  

prompt must address specific concepts from this course; do not risk charges of academic dishonesty by 

submitting work from another course.  The following language must be included in your assignment 

prompt:"Incorporate references to at least five different sources in your essay; critically consider the 

suitability (quality, relevance) of the sources you select." 

Three Types of Audience Members:                                                                                                                                          

Your essay should engage, not alienate readers.  Your audience includes three types of readers: supportive, 

wavering, and hostile. 

After Reading Your Essay: Related Purposes                                                                                                                       

Supportive readers may strengthen their own arguments.  Wavering readers may become much more supportive.  

Hostile readers may now consider this position with more respect.   

Additional Requirements:  At least five appropriate sources must be incorporated into the essay; at least one peer-

reviewed academic journal article is required.  It is not possible to earn a passing grade on this essay without 

documenting source uses throughout (MLA in-text citations) and at the end (MLA Works Cited Page).   

Project Two Grading: up to 42 points possible / Graded: Appropriate Progress (Full Credit), Limited Progress (Half 

Credit), Incomplete (No Credit)  

Revising Project Two for the Portfolio: Review the English department grading standards, assignment sheet 

information, instructor feedback, and group meeting comments before revising for your portofolio. 

 

 

 

 



SPECIFIC SKILLS/ABILITIES REQUIRED INCLUDE: 

1. Understanding and addressing this prompt appropriately  

2. Developing and supporting a main claim/thesis statement (policy claim) which is placed at the end of the introduction or in 

another effective place 

3. Appealing to logos, ethos, and pathos 

4. Choosing appropriate strategies and structure for your argument with consideration of course concepts  

5. Maintaining an appropriate tone with consideration of readers and purposes 

6. Developing appropriate topic sentences for body paragraphs 

7. Incorporating appropriate uses of major and minor details in the body paragraphs 

8. Incorporating multiple rhetorical strategies, including argumentation and others 

9. Organizing a unified and coherent essay featuring appropriate essay structure 

10. Incorporating and documenting sources appropriately and effectively (MLA style in-text citations and works cited page) 

TRAPS TO AVOID: 

1. Developing a general or vague thesis statement 

2. Including sources without framing, explaining, and connecting / dropping quotations 

3. Forgetting to incorporate uses of multiple rhetorical strategies 

4. Alienating readers (i.e. assuming they think as you, using informal or insulting language when referring to perspectives 

and ideas that do not reflect your own) 

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER: OPTIONS INCLUDE: 
Which topic(s) are of most interest to you?  How will you 
narrow your focus? 

Idea Generation Strategies include: 
1. Common Strategies: Listing, Freewriting, 

Clustering, Chatting, and Others 
2. Reading and Responding to assigned texts: 

Student/Faculty Interaction, Self-Efficacy, 
Career Development 

3. Library Database Research (Where are the 
tensions in discussion of your subject?)  

How will you gather credible support? 1. Analyzing the quality of all sources 
2. Analyzing primary source texts (movie, book, 

and/or other) 
3. Considering secondary sources (library 

database sources and other source materials) 
4. Completing field research 

How will you effectively incorporate source information? 1. Quoting Source Materials 
2. Summarizing Source Materials 
3. Paraphrasing Source Materials 

How will you document source use? 1. In text Citations 
2. Works Cited Page (or Annotated Bibliography) 

Which rhetorical strategies may help you effectively 
communicate your ideas? 

You should use multiple rhetorical strategies to support 
your ideas.   
 
Options include: 

1. Argument (required) 
2. Cause and Effect 
3. Classification 
4. Definition 
5. Description 
6. Exemplification 
7. Narration 
8. Process Analysis 
9. Comparison-Contrast 

 


